MONSTER CORE:
PUBLIC SPACE IN
THE NO-FLY ZONE

The ubiquity of the generic office tower is prolonged by the same systems of
capital that prohibit vertical public space from being built. CADE’s mission to
provoke radical thinking in architecture should occur in a building that does
just that. Let’s displace the CEO’s corner office with the public park.

NEIGHBORHOOD 1
Council on Tall Buildings
and Urban Habitat
Fitting its agenda as a
resource on the tall building,
the cluster of CTBUH
programs are collected at
the top of the building, with
exhibition space overlooking
the Loop.

PUBLIC SPACE
Cafeteria with a View
Inexpensive options for
students and visitors.

How to Make a Monster: Strategies for Sky-High Civic Space
MONSTER CORE
Always unticketed!

PUBLIC SPACE
City Square
A civic space in the clouds,
accessible for free.

Core
The Monster Core grows outward, expanding from a traditional “efficient” can
for elevators to a multi-dimensional cluster of public spaces.

Lease Span
Abandoning the pursuit of the ever-more
regular lease span, Monster Core creates
neighborhoods with diverse volumes for
different programs.

Elevators
Drawing from large elevators in
contemporary museums, Monster Core
transforms vertical transport into hubs for
exchange.

Structure
Monster Core proposes a more flexible
structural system based on a grid of
slender columns allowing for myriad
relationships between units.

NEIGHBORHOOD 2
Chicago Architecture
Foundation
The CAF neighborhood is
located adjacent to the
public square, retaining the
“streetfront” presence it
enjoys in its current location.

PUBLIC SPACE
Open Galleries
Shared exhibition spaces
present cutting edge work.

NEIGHBORHOOD 1
The neighborhood system
allows for private spaces that
replicate street-level
adjacencies.

PUBLIC SPACE
Vertical Circulation
Monster Core celebrates
vertical circulation with
spacious elevators.

PUBLIC SPACE
Auditorium
This public auditorium hosts
lectures and other events.

NEIGHBORHOOD 3
Design and Allied Arts
High School
Serving a new type of
education in making and
innovation, the DAAHS
neighborhood acts as a
small “village” with clustered
programs, providing unexpected adjacencies between
classrooms and workshops.

NEIGHBORHOOD 2
PUBLIC SPACE
Sidewalk Cafe
In addition to hosting vertical
ciruclation, the Monster Core
offers public amenities.

A cluster of related programs
form a bar including some
outdoor space.

PUBLIC SPACE
Event Space / Party Time
A reception hall for the city.
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MONSTER CORE
Open 24/7, including
public holidays!

PUBLIC SPACE
Workshop + Makerspace
A shop space serves as a
hub for makers in the city.

NEIGHBORHOOD 4
Out of School Time Youth
Programming
This function is the most
dispersed among the
building, providing classroom
and entrepreneur spaces
adjacent to the building’s
resources. A cluster of
spaces here adjacent to the
DAAHS allows for exchange
between educational
programs.

PUBLIC SPACE
Auditorium
A site for conversations on
the future of the city.

MONSTER CORE
100% free civic space!

Entry View

Chicago’s most famous public spaces are firmly
planted on the ground: the beaches, the parks,
Daley Plaza. Juxtaposed next to these areas for civic
gathering are the city’s famous skyscrapers, spanning
nearly a century of architectural innovation. The two,
however, never meet. Monster Core challenges this
status quo by bringing public spaces into the sky.
Chicago’s new Center for Architecture, Design and
Education (CADE) will pioneer a total rethinking of the
tall tower: a fitting goal for an institution whose mission
serves research in architecture.
When it comes to tall towers, they say, there
are rules that must be followed: the compact core,
the few columns, the uninterrupted plan, and the

hermetically sealed exterior. And, of course, the CEO
always gets the top floor corner office, facing the
lake. Monster Core subverts this vertical hierarchy. It
gathers CADE’s shared spaces—the auditorium, the
event space, the galleries—and connects them to a
ticket-free, publically accessible, vertical structure. It
opens opportunities in this large core for discursive
exhibitions, unfettered mingling and exchange,
testing, research and potentially protest. The more
program-specific spaces are then arranged in vertical
“neighborhoods,” between which the Monster Core
serves as a pedestrian highway.
Monster Core breaks the rules of the tower and
in doing so breaks the rules that keep the ordinary

Tower from Ground

Chicagoans grounded. Visitors arrive at the site to find
no lobby, the tower’s many columns land in a reflecting
pool with a single ramp that brings visitors into the
Monster Core. As visitors speed towards the top of the
tower glimpses of the surrounding “neighborhoods”
flash by. The open office floor plan, developed for the
mega-corporation, is traded in for customized spaces
grouped into neighborhoods that build relationships
between the buildings four programs and the public
spaces of the core.
On a summer afternoon not far from now a group
of Loop office workers discuss their lunch plans:
Maggie Daley Park, or that lovely space up in the no-fly
zone at CADE?

